Fathers Day Surprise Gift Hamper
£33.95
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Our budget Gift Hamper for this Fathers Day is one of the cheapest
and best value hampers available to purchase in the UK. High quality
products at a low cost price professionally wrapped and dispatched
for delivery this Fathers Day, this is a gift, which you would expect to
pay a lot more money for at an introductory price, which simply
reinforces our reputation for incredible hamper deals.

Details
Our cheap Fathers Day Hamper is a big surprise to shoppers. It's only cheap in terms of its price and it is only available in small numbers.
Nevertheless, we are confident that stocks will last to meet Fathers Day demand this year in the UK, so there is no need to fear this item being a
loss leader and being a disappointment upon arrival. As a Hamper Company of many years trading, we buy in large quantities of the best quality
foods and then its our marketing job to find good homes for them. This enables us to create seasonal hampers and theme for specific occasions
such as Fathers Day at simply unbelievable prices. So what makes this Surprise Hamper so appealing to Fathers this year? We've got an overtly
ORANGE flavour running through this Fathers Day gift in the shape of Fig and ORANGE Chocolate, Melon and ORANGE crisps, sweet-potato
crisps and ORANGE jellied Organic sweets. Included within the Fathers Day Surprise hamper is a selection of intriguing chocolate flavoured gifts,
biscuits and coconut milk. The aggregate impact is an unusual and distinctive hamper gift, which is presented in stunningly attractive hamper
basket, wrapped, customised with Fathers Day ribbon and certain to make a memorable impact on your Dad this year with tastes, which
underscore exactly why Basketsgalore reviews repeatedly emphasise the fantastic quality of our product selections. The Surprise with this
hamper is not so much the surprise for Dad. He's probably hoping you'll be sending him a little gift on Fathers Day after all , the surprise is the
demand on your wallet for a Fathers Day hamper of the size and quality shown here.

Additional Information
Contents
Skelligs Vanilla Ganache Chocolate Truffles 120g
Lily O'Brien Le Crunch Chocolates 110g
Ooh Chocolata Fig & Orange Discs 100g
Pandora Bell 70% Pulp Fruit Jellies 150g
Kings Coffee Organic Bags (6's)
Montezuma Lordy Lord Chocolate Bar 100g
House of Edinburgh Chocolate Shortbread 170g
Nims Real Fruit Crisps 20g
Flapjack from Sweet Sensations 70g
Forest Feast Golden Berries 90g
Coconut Milk Tin 200g
Handcooked Sweet Potato Crisps 40g
Wicker Hamper with presentation lid & hand tied ribbon
Gift card for your message
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